
The Highlands at Pittsford 

Dining Committee 

May 11, 2021 
 

Mary Lou Brewer A149 (E)  Julie Tubbs A241 (E)   Andy Trepanier (P)  

Jeff Ford A339 (E)   Lorraine Withers A335 (P)  Elizabeth Nessle (E) 

Nancy Hare A113 (E)   Anne Woods A305 (E)   Lloyd Theiss (P) 

Joel Kerlan C214 (P)   Clark Wackerman A327 (P)  Mike Wasylko (P) 

Alice Leddy A213 (P)   Jean Weaver A340 (P)   P=Present 

June Mihalov A229 (P)  Nancy Robbins A338 (P)  E=Excused 

Barbara Rarrick A231 (E)  Sally Kersting C218 (P) 
 

 

Old Business: 
 

Food Forum:   A Food Forum was held on Wed, 5/5/2021.  Andy reviewed the Frequently Asked Questions 

(and Answers) that emanated from this meeting.  Please review the notes in more detail at your leisure and 

contact Andy if you have additional questions.   

Q:  To reduce frustration, can the wait staff be better prepared to explain the reason that an item is not 

available to take-out (i.e., the chili) or when a substitution is necessary?   

A:  Yes, we will educate the staff to provide an explanation for situations like this.   
 

Comment Cards:  Andy shared a new template for Comment Cards & asked for feedback.  The 6 topics now 

coincide with the questions on the Holleran (resident satisfaction) survey.  The same card will be used for both 

dine-in & deliveries.   

Q:  If a resident fills out a comment card, can they be assured of a response?   A:  Andy will respond when 

there are specific write-in comments/suggestions. 

Q:  Can the comment cards be placed back on the tables?  Another resident commented that, if table space is 

limited, they prefer to have flowers on the table.  For the time being, the cards will be at the host station.   

Q:  Can you add the comment card to the Resident Portal with an email link to Andy?  A:  Andy will speak with 

Crystal Rothfuss to see if this can be done. 

Q:  Can you report how many comment cards are received per month?  A:  Yes 
       

Full Count Status Update:  Andy provided a customer count summary for the month of April.  Average number 

of diners (in dining room) per night = 84; Average number of meal deliveries per night = 44.  Goal is still to get 

to pre-pandemic number of 30 meal deliveries per night.    

 

Action Items:  Andy updated the committee on the status of various Dining Services action items.  Please 

review the information at your convenience. 
 

Misc. Reminders, Updates, New Business: 
 

 At the June Dining Meeting, committee members will tour the HAP kitchen & learn about the flow of 

service as well as cooking techniques.  The goal would then be to offer tours to all residents. 

 Cupcake Café will open for business on May 17th.  Hours of operation:  Monday thru Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 

1:00 p.m.  A number of 1-point grab-and-go items are available in addition to a la carte pricing on various 

baked goods.  More info to follow. 

 Tentative opening date for The Bistro:  June 18th.  Confirmation to follow. 

 Memorial Day meal will be served from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. on Monday 5/31.  Menu will designate which 

items can be delivered & which are for dine-in only.  Andy apologized that the Mother’s Day menu did not 

include this information.   



 COVID dining restrictions remain the same:  75% capacity in dining room (106 diners).   

 Update on Continental Breakfast Service:  Andy is proposing the following: 

- New Hours:  8:00 to 10:00 a.m. (formerly 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.) 

- Staff will set out items at 7:45 and check inventory/restock at 8:45 a.m. and 9:45 a.m.  No additional 

items will be put out after 10:00 a.m. 

- Streamline/pare back on items offered.  Proposed: Bananas; Apples; Oranges; Greek Yogurt; assorted 

fresh pastries/donuts.   

- Discontinue cereal (milk is not provided) and bread. 

- There was some pushback on Andy’s comment to discontinue cereal.  Also a request to consider 

offering raisin bread.    

- Comment:  Important to vary offerings so it doesn’t get “boring”. 

- Comment:  Bananas are healthy & inexpensive; I don’t understand why HAP begrudges us bananas.  

Also:  Why the need for nitpicking about quantities taken out?  Andy explained issues with keeping 

bananas at optimum.  He respectfully asked for some time to introduce these changes & then offered 

to reevaluate. 

- Comment:  Items wrapped in cellophane are not as appealing; hope we can return to ‘no plastic wrap’. 

- Q:  Would you consider assigning a staff member to the Club Room to help orient everyone to the 

changes:  A:  We do not plan to ‘police’ this area. 

- Comment:  Afternoon tray of cookies (pre-COVID) in the Club Room was always much appreciated.   

- Hahnemann Club continental breakfast service will also be standardized; will mirror the Club Room. 

 Review Purpose of Dining Committee & Membership:  Andy distributed a brief description/mission 

statement for the Dining Committee (from 2018) & asked the committee to review terms of service, 

rotation schedule, etc. and be prepared to discuss at the June Dining Meeting. 
 

Open Forum: 

 Comment:  There is a delay in table service between main entrée & dessert often resulting in a 2-hour 

dining experience.   Andy:  Although we try to be as efficient as possible, the slow-down often occurs when 

servers have to take time (back of house) to plate the desserts and/or scoop the ice cream.  Also, not 

everyone at a table eats at the same pace & servers typically take cues from the slowest.  The goal is to 

reduce time (90 minutes is optimal) while not making anyone feel rushed.  Steps of service will be 

reviewed at June Boot Camp for staff; plan is to repeat the training on a quarterly basis. 

 Q:  Can we expect to have local strawberries this summer; last year we did not.  A: Yes 

 The topic of portion sizes & food waste came up again.  Andy assured the committee that standardizing 

portion sizes is a big focus and, once achieved, all dining team members will be educated.  Chef Mike 

added that leftover food is well-managed; many proteins are repurposed in soups, etc. 

 Comment:  Kudos to the new wait staff!  They are doing a great job. 
 

Market Trends:  Andy shared an article explaining how beef prices are trending in 2021.  We should expect 

higher beef prices this year as inflation takes hold & supplies tighten. 
 

Next meeting:  Tuesday, June 8, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. in Seneca Room 

 45-minute tour of HAP Kitchen operations 

 Discuss Dining Committee purpose/membership 
 

Minutes recorded by:    Ellie Forgach 


